An algorithm is a weak learning algorithm if with some small probability it outputs a hypothesis with error slightly below 50%. This paper presents relationships between weak learning, weak prediction (where the probability of being correct is slightly larger than 50%), and consistency oracles (which decide whether or not a given set of examples is consistent with a concept in the class). Our main result is a simple polynomial prediction algorithm which makes only a single query to a consistency oracle and whose predictions have a polynomial edge over random guessing. We compare this prediction algorithm with several of the standard prediction techniques, deriving an improved worst case bound on Gibbs Algorithm in the process. We use our algorithm to show that a concept class is polynomially learnable if and only if there is a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle for the class. Since strong learning algorithms can be built from weak learning algorithms, our results also characterizes strong learnability.
Introduction
This paper presents a several learning results, including necessary and su cient conditions for weak learning. To help introduce the learning terminology used in this paper we use the problem of learning DFAs over a binary alphabet as an example learning problem. A learning algorithm is given random bitstrings (called instances) which are labeled with 0 or 1 depending on whether they are rejected or accepted by some hidden target DFA. The labeled bitstrings are called examples and each possible target DFA de nes a concept consisting of all bitstrings which it accepts (or equivalently, the associated indicator function on bitstrings). The set of possible concepts is called the concept class. Assume the algorithm is given two parameters: n, a length bound on the bitstrings, and s, a bound on the size of (number of states in) the unknown target DFA. After seeing a reasonable number of instances (bitstrings of length at most n) labeled by the hidden target DFA of size at most s, the learning algorithm outputs a hypothesis which is intended to approximate the set of bitstrings of length at most n that are accepted by the hidden target DFA. We assume that the instances are generated according to a xed but arbitrary probability distribution and de ne the error of the output hypothesis as the probability of the symmetric di erence between the hypothesis and the target.
A strong learning algorithm takes parameters n, s, > 0 and > 0 and must, with probability at least 1 ? , output a hypothesis having error at most . To generate this hypothesis, the algorithm is allowed to examine a number of examples equal to some polynomial p(n; s; 1= ; 1= ). Learning algorithms are called polynomial if both their running time and the running time for evaluating the output hypotheses on instances of length at most n is bounded by a polynomial in all four parameters. 1 This notion of learning was introduced by Valiant Val84] . Not too many concept classes have been shown to be polynomially strongly learnable and a less stringent de nition of learning was given by Kearns and Valiant KV89] . A weak learning algorithm must, after seeing m = p 1 (n; s) many examples, output a hypothesis having error at most 1 2 ? 1=p 2 (m) with probability at least 2 1=p 3 (m), where p 1 , p 2 and p 3 are polynomials. Surprisingly, it has been shown that any polynomial weak learning algorithm can be used to build a polynomial strong learning algorithm Sch90, Fre90] . These constructions create many copies of the weak learning algorithm and each copy generates a hypothesis based on a ltered sequence of examples. These hypotheses are then combined to form a master hypothesis. Thus to determine whether a concept class is polynomially learnable it su ces to construct polynomial weak learning algorithms. In this paper we give necessary and su cient conditions for polynomial weak learning.
An Occam algorithm returns any hypothesis from some hypothesis class H that is consistent with the examples seen. Thus the hypothesis class must be large enough to represent the way that each possible target labels the examples. The hypothesis class H is allowed to vary based on the parameters n and s, and the number of examples, m.
When the hypothesis class is the same as the concept class, the Occam algorithm can be 1 More precisely, a polynomial learning algorithm is allowed to take time polynomial in the total bit length of all received instances as well as the four parameters. If n is an upper bound on the bit length of instances then the two de nitions are equivalent. They di er only when n measures some aspect of the instances other than their bit length. , where is a constant less than one), then the Occam algorithm is a strong learning algorithm BEHW87]. We show that even if the size of the hypotheses class grows exponentially, Occam algorithms may already be weak learners. More precisely, our rst result shows that when the cardinality of H is moderately sized, bounded 3 by 2 m?1=p(m) , then the Occam algorithm is a weak learning algorithm. In contrast, we show that one Occam algorithm for a particular concept class that uses a slightly larger hypothesis class of size 2 m+1 ? 2 is not a weak learning algorithm.
A consistency oracle for a concept class F is given parameters n, s, and a sequence of labeled examples whose instances are words of length at most n. The consistency oracle determines whether or not there is a concept of size at most s which is consistent with the examples. The consistency oracle's answer is a simple yes/no decision, making it (apparently) much weaker than an oracle which returns a concept of size at most s consistent with the examples.
A probabilistic consistency oracle must answer \yes" with probability at least 50% (over its internal randomization) when given a set of examples consistent with a concept in the class, and must always answer \no" on some sets of examples which are not consistent with any concept in the class. The asymmetry in this de nition seems to be necessary as shown by the counterexample and discussion in Section 10. We show that any polynomial time weak learning algorithm for F can be converted into a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle of F.
We also show that if a polynomial time probabilistic consistency oracle is available then it can be used to construct a polynomial weak learning algorithm for F whenever F is learnable at all with respect to an arbitrary distribution (i.e. the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension VC71] of F grows polynomially in n and s BEHW89] ). Previously a direct construction of a strong learning algorithm using consistency oracles was given by Haussler, Littlestone, and Warmuth HLW] . However that algorithm is only polynomial if the VC dimension of F is a constant independent of n and s. Thus a class is polynomially learnable if and only if it has a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle.
The following section contains an introduction to our notation. We de ne weak prediction algorithms in Section 3 and relate them to weak learning algorithms. Section 4 shows that one kind of weak learning algorithm is a \weak Occam algorithm" (similar to the \strong" Occam algorithms studied by Blumer et HKLW91] . The next part of the paper concentrates on prediction algorithms. In Section 5 we de ne lookahead prediction algorithms which get the entire set of instances where predictions will be required before making any predictions. There we show how to transform any lookahead prediction algorithm with a good total mistake bound into a (normal) prediction algorithm which has a small probability of making a mistake on the last trial. Section 6 presents and analyzes the Query Lookahead Algorithm, a generic lookahead prediction algorithm which uses a single query to a consistency oracle. Section 7 shows that a polynomial weak prediction algorithm is created when the Query Lookahead Algorithm uses a polynomial time consistency oracle and is transformed as described in Section 5. Furthermore, the resulting polynomial weak prediction algorithm makes only a 3 An equivalent condition is to bound the cardinality of H by 2 m (1 ? 1=p 0 (m)), for some polynomial p 0 . 4 The kind of Occam algorithms studied there are called random polynomial time hypothesis nders. single query to the consistency oracle. In contrast, our earlier prediction algorithm HW92b] requires a large number of consistency oracle queries to make each prediction. In Section 8 we show using our algorithm that sample size 2d? ( p dlogd) su ces for weak learning (not necessarily polynomial weak learning) of concept classes of VC dimension d. In Goldman et al. GKS90 ] it was shown that no algorithm can weakly learn some concept classes of VC dimension d from d ?O(log(d)) examples. Section 9 compares our prediction algorithm with several of the standard prediction algorithms, as well as the weak prediction algorithm of HW92b]. This comparison includes an improved bound on the expected total number of mistakes made by the Gibbs prediction algorithm HKS91] when learning a worst-case concept. In Section 10 we de ne one-sided and probabilistic consistency oracles, and prove that a concept class is polynomially weakly learnable if and only if there is a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle for the class. In Section 11 we introduce polynomial \data interpolators" and discuss how they generalize Weak Occam algorithms. We conclude in Section 12 by discussing a number of open problems raised by this research.
Preliminary versions of several results presented here have appeared in conference papers HW92b, HW92a].
Notation
Throughout, lg and ln denote the binary and natural logarithms, respectively. When logarithms appear in asymptotic notation we use log, as the base is not relevant. We use N to denote the positive numbers, and adopt the convention that 0 = 1 and 1 = 0. Furthermore, if X is a set then X is the set of all nite sequences of elements from X (including the empty sequence) and X + is the set of all nite non-empty sequences of elements from X. Let X be an arbitrary set of instances called the domain, and F be a set of subsets of X called the concept class (F 2 X ). We use subsets of X and their corresponding indicator functions interchangeably, so each concept f 2 F maps X to f0; 1g.
Lower case bold letters, such as x and y denote ( nite) sequences of instances and jxj is the length of the sequence x. For 1 t jxj, we use:
x t to denote the tth component of x, x t to denote the t-vector (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x t ), x <t to denote the t ? 1 vector (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x t?1 ), and x >t to denote the jxj ? t vector (x t+1 ; x t+2 ; : : :; x jxj ). All of x 0 , x <1 , and x >jxj denote the empty sequence . We will often superscript sequences solely to emphasize their length.
Examples are instances labeled by either 0 or 1, i.e. elements of X f0; 1g. Samples are sequences of examples. The sample of f on x is denoted by sam f (x) and is the sequence of examples 5 (x 1 ; f(x 1 )); : : :; (x jxj ; f(x jxj )). We de ne sam F (x) = fsam f (x) : f 2 Fg. We also use sam (x) to denote the set of 2 jxj samples where the rst example contains x 1 , and second example contains x 2 , and so on.
If sam F (x) = sam (x) then x is shattered by F.
The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, or VC dimension, of a concept class F on X is the largest k such that there exists an x 2 X k that is shattered by F VC71, BEHW89]. If e is an example and S is a sample of length m then hS; ei is the sample of m + 1 examples obtained by adding e to the end of S. We use to denote the empty sequence (of samples or examples).
We say that a function f is consistent with a sample S if there is an x (the sequence of instances in the sample) such that S = sam f (x). Every f 2 F is consistent with the empty sample.
We use E a2P z(a)] to denote the expectation of the random variable z under distribution P, and Pr a2P condition(a)] to denote the probability under the distribution P of the set containing all a satisfying the condition. We adopt the usual assumption that any probability used in this paper is measurable.
Distribution D always denotes a probability distribution on X. We use U to denote various uniform distributions { in particular U 0;1] is the uniform distribution on the continuous interval 0; 1] and U(x) is the uniform distribution on the jxj! permutations of sequence x.
We will also make frequent use of the following bounds on the function 2 x . A (randomized) learning algorithm A for a concept class F on X receives as input a sample of some target concept f 2 F and random number r 2 0; 1]. A outputs the representation of a concept h in a second concept class H on X that is intended to approximate f. Class H is called the hypothesis class. Let A(sam f (x <m ); r) denote (the representation of) the hypothesis output by algorithm A when run on the example sequence sam f (x <m ) with randomization r. Each learning algorithm has an associated (deterministic) evaluation algorithm that takes as input the representation of a hypothesis and an instance x 2 X, and outputs the value of the hypothesis on x. There are trivial learning algorithms that simply output the pair (sam f (x); r) as the representation of the hypothesis. In that case the evaluation algorithm does all the \work".
The performance of prediction and learning algorithms can be evaluated in several ways. For learning algorithms we are primarily interested in how well the algorithm's hypothesis approximates the function being learned. For prediction algorithms we look at both the expected number of incorrect predictions made over a sequence of trials and the probability of an incorrect prediction on the mth trial.
The error between a learning algorithm's hypothesis h and target concept f with respect to distribution D on X is denoted Err D (f; h). Formally, Err D (f; h) = Pr x2D f(x) 6 = h(x)]. 6 Here, and in the de nition of \learning algorithm" we use the term \algorithm" loosely, without the requirement that the mapping be computable. However, all the algorithms we present here are computable when the volumes of samples can be computed (see De nition 9.1).
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For simplicity we let r be a real number drawn from the uniform distribution on 0; 1]. More precisely the random input r given to an algorithm should be a nite number of random bits and for polynomial algorithms the number of random bits required must be polynomially bounded.
For any prediction algorithm A and concept f 2 F, we de ne M(A; f; x) as the probability that A makes a mistake on the last instance of x when learning f. More Note that probabilistic learning and prediction algorithms can be easily converted into deterministic learning and prediction algorithms by extracting random bits from additional examples ( HKLW91], Lemma 3.5). We use randomized learning and prediction algorithms for our basic models as our algorithms are naturally randomized.
Usually we are not just interested in learning a xed concept class F over a xed domain X but instead we would like to learn a parameterized concept class F = F 1 F 2 over a parameterized domain X = X 1 X 2 . Informally, the parameter s in F s measures the \size" of the concepts and F s contains all concepts of size at most s. Similarly, the paramenter n in X n measures the \length" of the instances 8 and X n contains all instances of length at most n. For the example in the introduction, X n consists of all bitstrings of length at most n and F s contains all concepts accepted by DFAs of at most s states. The prediction (or learning) algorithm is given both parameters as inputs, and the algorithm is polynomial if its resource requirements grow polynomially in n, s, and the size of the input sample.
We extend the M(A; f; x) notation to handle these parameterized learning problems by where and are additional paramenters in 0; 1]. These parameters are given to the algorithm and the sample size m is allowed to be polynomial in 1= and 1= , as well as n and s.
The hypotheses output by a learning algorithm for S s F s on S n X n are polynomially evaluatable if the evaluation algorithm's running time on any hypothesis representation output by the learning algorithm and any instance x 2 X n is bounded by a polynomial in the parameters n and s of the learning algorithm and the bit length of x. A polynomial weak (strong) learning algorithm must output polynomially evaluatable hypotheses and the total running time of the weak learning algorithm must be polynomial in the total length of its input, 9 n, and s (or in the total length of its input, n, s, 1= , and 1= for strong learning algorithms Fre90] repeatedly use the weak learning algorithm on di erent \small" samples of size m = p 1 (n; s) (where p 1 (n; s) is the rst polynomial in the weak learning algorithm de nition). These \small" samples are created by cleverly ltering the distribution and the resulting hypotheses are combined using the majority function.
As discussed above, prediction algorithms are closely related to learning algorithms. Intuitively, a weak prediction algorithm must make predictions that are slightly better than random guessing when given a polynomially sized sample. This is made precise in the following de nition. We allow the algorithm to use the total bit length of its input in its running time bound since the parameterization of the domain need not be based on the bit lengths of the instances.
Weak prediction algorithms perform well enough to be used as the hypothesis evaluators for trivial weak learning algorithms. This follows from the following lemma (which is proven using Markov's Lemma) applied with = 1=p 2 (m). Although a weak prediction algorithm can trivially be used to create a weak learning algorithm, the converse is not true. Inequality (3.2) is a stronger constraint on the prediction/learning algorithm than Inequality (3.1).
Weak Occam Algorithms
In this section we de ne a kind of learning algorithm called \weak Occam algorithms" and show that any weak Occam algorithm is also a weak learning algorithm. An \Occam algorithm" is a learning algorithm that outputs consistent hypothesis from a \small" hypothesis class BEHW87]. Algorithm A is a strong Occam algorithm for S s F s on S n X n if there exists a polynomial p and a constant < 1 such that the following holds for all n; s 1, targets f 2 F s , and x 2 X m n : when given n, s, and the sample sam f (x), learning Algorithm A outputs a hypothesis on X n that is consistent with the sample and is from a polynomially evaluatable class H n;s;m of cardinality at most p(n; s)m .
It has been shown BEHW87] that for each strong Occam algorithm for S s F s on S n X n there is a sample size polynomial in n, s, 1= , and 1= for which this algorithm is a strong learning algorithm. The above de nition of (strong) Occam algorithm is less restrictive than previous de nitions as they require that the hypotheses produced by the Occam algorithm be in the concept class BP92], or in a speci ed hypotheses class HKLW91]. We require only that the hypothesis class be polynomially evaluatable. when given n, s, and the sample sam f (x), Algorithm A outputs a hypothesis on X n that is consistent with the sample and is from a class H n;s of cardinality at most 2 m (1 ? 1=p 2 (m)). Recall that the hypotheses output by a weak Occam algorithm using sample size m = p 1 (n; s) are called polynomially evaluatable if there is an algorithm that when given n, s, the representation of a hypothesis h 2 H n;s and x 2 X n , the algorithm can decide in time polynomial in n and s and the total bitlength of its input whether x 2 h.
A Proof: We repeatedly use the following for proving that some inequality a b holds.
We nd an overestimateã of a ( It is interesting to investigate when an Occam style algorithm must be a weak learning algorithm simply because of its sample size m (which is a function of n and s) and the size of its hypothesis class (which is a function of n, s and m). By our de nition of weak
Occam algorithm and the proof of Theorem 4.2, sample size p 1 (n; s) and hypothesis class size 2 m?1=p 2 (n;s) (where p 1 and p 2 are polynomials) always assure weak learning. Note that in this case the hypotheses can be encoded using m ? 1=p 2 (n; s) bits, which is less than m, the number of binary labels in the examples. Thus, for each n and s, a weak Occam algorithm can be viewed as compressing samples of size m = p 1 (n; s) down to m ? 1=p 2 (n; s)
bits.
There are degenerate cases where sample size one and hypothesis class size two (i.e. \compressing" one label to one bit) does not lead to weak learning. Let the domain consist of two points and the concept class contain all four concepts on the two points (i.e. the VC dimension of the concept class is two). One Occam-style algorithm uses the hypothesis class consisting of the all-zero and the all-one concept. After seeing a single example, the algorithm returns whichever hypothesis is consistent with that example. If the target concept is one of the concepts not in the hypothesis class and the distribution on the domain is the uniform distribution, then the error of the produced hypothesis is always exactly half, and this Occam-style algorithm is not a weak learning algorithm.
We now present a second Occam-style algorithm which is not a weak learning algorithm. of m = p(n; s) many bitstrings of length at most n labelled by a DFA of at most s states, outputs a consistent hypothesis from a polynomially evaluatable class H n;s , then the fraction 1=(m ? lgjH n;s j) is not polynomial.
Lookahead Prediction
The last section has analyzed weak Occam learning algorithms. In the next several sections we develop and analyze a weak prediction algorithm. The presentation of this and the next section is simpli ed by omitting the parameters s and n on the concept class and instance space. We will return to the parameterized case when considering the running time of our algorithm in Section 7.
Recall that a prediction algorithm A receives three inputs: a sample, the instance whose label is to be predicted, and a random number. Thus algorithm A can be viewed as a function, A : (X f0; 1g) X 0; 1] ! f0; 1g. One would expect that a prediction algorithm would be able to perform better if it knew ahead of time which instances it will be asked to predict on.
A lookahead prediction algorithm, L, receives a sequence of (unlabeled) instance as an additional input. Formally, L : (X f0; 1g) X X 0; 1] ! f0; 1g. The sequence of additional instances contains those instances where the algorithm will be asked for predictions in the future.
We now extend our M() notation for the probability of a mistake to handle lookahead prediction algorithms. Recall that for a prediction algorithm A, M(A; f; x) denotes the probability that algorithm A incorrectly predicts the label of x jxj when given the sample sam f (x <jxj ).
For a lookahead prediction algorithm L, we de ne M(L; f; x; t) (for 1 t jxj) as the probability that L incorrectly predicts the label of x t when the target concept is f and L is given the labels of each x i for 1 < i < t, instance x t , and the additional instances x j for t < j jxj. The natural use of lookahead algorithms is to predict on each of the instances of x in turn. For a given x 2 X m and hidden target f 2 F, the lookahead algorithm is used as follows. receive feedback f(x t ) Note that when predicting the label of x t , the lookahead algorithm is given only the labels of the previous instances.
Any lookahead prediction algorithm can be trivially used as a prediction algorithm by simply supplying it with the empty sequence of additional instances. Since our goal is a weak prediction algorithm, we want to minimize the mistake probability on the last instance of the sequence x. If each instance in x is independently drawn from the same distribution (as in the de nitions of weak learning and weak prediction), then all permutations of a set of instances are equally likely. Thus it su ces to bound the probability of a mistake on the last instance of a random permutation of x (this was used extensively in HLW]).
Lemma 5.1: Let X be any domain, D be any distribution on X, m 2 N, and R be a random variable on X m . Then
Lemma 9.2 shows that several good lookahead prediction algorithms have a mistake probability of 1 2 on the last instance of a random permutation of some x. Therefore the trivial use of lookahead prediction algorithms as predictors does not appear to yield weak prediction algorithms. We now present a more sophisticated way to construct prediction algorithms from lookahead algorithms. Proof: Recall that U(x) is the uniform distribution over the permutations of x. For any permutation of (1; ; jxj) and sequence y of jxj instances, let (y) = hy (1) ; ; y (jxj) i.
Note that In the next section we present and analyze a surprisingly simple general purpose lookahead prediction algorithm.
The Query Lookahead Prediction Algorithm
This section presents a lookahead algorithm which makes a single query to a consistency oracle (de ned below). In many situations the performance of this lookahead algorithm is good enough so that the transformation of the preceding section leads to a weak learning algorithm.
De nition 6.1 (Consistency Oracle): A consistency oracle for F on X is given a sample 11 S 2 sam (x) where x 2 X and answers \yes" if S 2 sam F (x) and \no" otherwise.
Note that the consistency oracle gives a yes/no answer rather than returning an f 2 F.
De nition 6.2 (Query Lookahead Prediction Algorithm Q): Let 1. Algorithm O(n; s; S) answers \yes" if and only if S is consistent with some f 2 F s , and 2. The computation time of O(n; s; S) is bounded by p(n; s; l) where l is the total bit length of the instances in S.
This de nition requires that the polynomial consistency oracle be correct on samples of all lengths. In fact, our algorithm can get by with a weaker oracle. Calls to O(n; s; S) need answer correctly only when jSj = 2p(n; s) for some polynomial p(n; s) which is always at least the VC dimension of F s on X n . Even weaker oracles with \one-sided error" were The main resource we are interested in is running time in some standard computational model such as the RAM AHU74]. All of our algorithms can be implemented so that the space used and number of random bits required is bounded by the running time. M(Q; f; x; t) # 1 2 ? 1 2m : Thus for p 1 (n; s) = 2p(n; s) and p 2 (m) = 2m, Prediction Algorithm e Q is weak prediction algorithm for F on X.
The value t and the random bits can be extracted from r in O(m) time using real arithmetic.
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The running time of polynomial consistency oracle O is by de nition bounded by some p 0 (n; s; l) where l is the bit length of the instances in the sample. Thus there is a p 3 (n; s; l) bounding the running time of e Q, and Prediction Algorithm e Q is a polynomial weak prediction algorithm.
Sample Complexity of Weak Learning
In the proof of Theorem 7.3 we used a sample size m = 2p(n; s), where p(n; s) is an upper bound on the VC dimension of F s on X n . Smaller sample sizes also su ce. Algorithm e Q is a weak prediction algorithm provided that the sample size m is large enough so that, for some polynomial q, Proof: This follows from Theorem 8.1 and Lemma 5.1
Bounds on Gibbs and Bayesian prediction
In this section we describe and compare a number of prediction algorithms related to the query prediction algorithm presented in the previous sections. Some of these algorithms will have better performance than the Query Lookahead Prediction Algorithm for sparser concept classes, i.e. when jsam F (x)j = 2 jxj? for 1. Unfortunately, these algorithms are generally not polynomial.
In this section we take a Bayesian view point and assume that there is a prior probability distribution P on the concept class F. For each f 2 F, P(f) represents the extent to which the learning algorithm initially (before seeing any examples) believes that f is the target function to be learned. After seeing a number of examples some concepts might be inconsistent with the past examples and the class of possible targets shrinks. The volume with respect to P of sample S is written V P (S) and denotes Pr f2P f is consistent with S].
Note that the empty sample has unit volume and that the volume of a sample depends only on the examples in the sample and not the order in which they appear. Furthermore, for any sample S and x 2 X, we have V P (S) = V P (S; (x; 0)) + V P (S; (x; 1)).
De nition 9.1 (Volume Prediction Algorithm): Algorithm A is a volume prediction algorithm for a prior P on F if there is a function g such that for all x 2 X + the probability that A(sam f (x <jxj ); x jxj ; r) predicts 1 is g(V P (hsam f (x <jxj ); (x jxj ; 1)i); V P (hsam f (x <jxj ); (x jxj ; 0)i)) and the probability that A predicts 0 is g(V P (hsam f (x <jxj ); (x jxj ; 0)i); V P (hsam f (x <jxj ); (x jxj ; 1)i)):
Since every prediction algorithm predicts either 0 or 1, any g used in the above de nition has the properties g( ; 0 ) = 1 ? g( 0 ; ) and g( ; ) = 1 2 . Although the function g used by a volume prediction algorithm may be simple, computing the volume of a sample may not be computationally feasible.
Here we consider three volume prediction algorithms. Algorithm Gibbs P (Gibbs Algorithm) is well known HKS91, HO91, GT90, HS90, STS90] and can be viewed as predicting with a randomly chosen consistent concept from the class where the consistent concepts are weighted according to the prior P. Algorithm G P is a special case of the aggregating strategy introduced by Vovk Vov90], and was used as the basis for a polynomial weak prediction algorithm HW92b]. The classical Bayes Prediction Algorithm, Bayes P , is known to be optimal when the target is drawn according to the prior. .2: The probability that the Algorithms Gibbs P , G P , and Bayes P predict 1 as a function of 1 =( 0 + 1 ).
it is easy to see that 0 = V P (hsam f (x <m );(xm;0)i)
and the de nitions of 1 and 0 are symmetric.
The information gain (or amount of surprise) in the last example of a sample hS; ei is commonly de ned as ? lg(V P (hS; ei)=V P (S)). Using our notation, the information gain on a trial is ? lg 1 if the instance is labeled \1" and ? lg 0 otherwise. Algorithm G P predicts with the relative amount of information gained by the two possible outcomes, as shown in Figure 9 .1 (See Appendix A for a more detailed treatment). Therefore we call Algorithm G P the Information Gain Prediction Algorithm.
In this paper our goal is to construct weak prediction algorithms. This requires that we minimize the worst case (over all possible targets f 2 F) probability of an incorrect predication on the last instance. Bayes Algorithm minimizes the average case rather than the worst case. As the following lemma shows, all three algorithms can have a large (worst case) probability of a mistake on the last instance of x, even when jFj 2 jxj . Lemma 9.2: For every m there is a concept class F of m + 1 concepts on domain X, f 2 F, and x 2 X m such that for any volume prediction algorithm A P using the uniform prior on F: . Note that the Bayes Algorithm makes at most one prediction error on the whole sequence y from the proof of Lemma 9.2. For Algorithms Gibbs P and G P , the errors are also likely to be concentrated at the end of the sequence. We use a simple trick to circumvent this potential for volume algorithms to predict incorrectly on the last instance.
We associate a special prior with the lookahead versions of volume prediction algorithms. Recall that a lookahead prediction algorithm is given not only some sequence of examples, sam f (x <t ), and the instance to predict on, x t , but also a sequence of unlabeled instances, x >t (representing future instances on which the algorithm will be asked to predict). We let our prior depend on x, the entire sequence of instances presented to the lookahead algorithm. Since our goal is good worst-case prediction, it is natural to weight each labeling of x consistent with a target in F equally. Thus we use the uniform prior P x on sam F (x) where each volume V P x (S) for S 2 sam F (x) is 1 jsam F (x)j . We then apply the Lookahead Conversion to these lookahead algorithms with the special prior P x to obtain prediction algorithms.
We use g Bayes to denote the algorithm that result from applying the Lookahead Conversion to the Bayes Algorithm. Thus Prediction Algorithm g Bayes is given a sample sam f (x <jxj ), an instance x jxj to predict on, and a random r from U 0;1] . Algorithm g Bayes rst constructs the prior P x giving each sample in sam F (x) the same probability. Algorithm g
Bayes then splits r into a t chosen uniformly from f1; ; jxjg and an r 0 from U 0;1] .
Algorithm g
Bayes obtains its prediction by calling Bayes P x (sam f (x <t ); x jxj ; r 0 ).
Prediction Algorithms g Gibbs and e
G are the Gibbs and Information Gain Algorithms transformed in the same way. Note that these transformed algorithms \manufacture" their own \priors" from the instances rather than obtaining a prior from the outside world. We will apply Theorem 5.3 to bound the probability that the lookahead conversions predict incorrectly. This requires that we obtain bounds on the expected total number of mistakes made by the three lookahead algorithms. For any x 2 X , target f 2 F, and prior P on F, the following bounds are known: The bounds on Bayes P and Gibbs P were shown in HKS91] and the bound on G P appears in Vov90] and is presented in Appendix A. It is easy to show that the constants in these bounds cannot be improved unless the form of the bounds are changed. Consider a single instance x (i.e. m = 1) and a prior P that is concentrated on only 2 functions, f and g, where f(x) 6 = g(x). These examples for Bayes P and Gibbs P rely on choosing a particular target. Better bounds can be shown in the average case setting, where the target is chosen at random using the same distribution as the prior. For this average case setting, the constant of ? The bounds in Equations 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 are unsatisfactory when the volume is small.
When V P (sam f (x)) < 1=4 jxj , all three mistake bounds are greater than jxj, the number trials. Since the number of trials is a trivial bound on the number of mistakes made, the upper bounds are vacuous in this case. We now present an improved worst case bound on P jxj t=1 M(Gibbs P ; f; x) that is at most jxj even when V P (sam f (x)) is arbitrarily small. Proof: Let t = V P (sam f (x t ))=V P (sam f (x <t )) for each 1 t jxj. If follows from the de nition of Gibbs P that M(Gibbs P ; f; x t ) = 1 ? t . Furthermore,
Thus we are bounding the sum ). Thus the bound for Gibbs P in Theorem 9.3 is always smaller than the bound of Equation 9.3. Furthermore, the same argument used to show that the constant in Equation 9.3 was tight shows that the constant factor of one in the bound of Theorem 9.3 can not be improved.
We are now ready to state bounds on the performance of the converted Prediction Algorithms g Bayes, g Gibbs, and e G. Plugging this into Equations 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3, and the bound of Theorem 9.3 gives us: ? n 0 + n 1 2 jxj?t+1 + 2n 1 n 0 + n 1 n 0 + n 1 2 jxj?t+1 :
In contrast the probability that the lookahead version of Gibbs P x predicts one on the same input is 1 2 + n 1 ? n 0 2(n 0 + n 1 ) = n 1 n 0 + n 1 :
If n 0 +n 1 2 jxj?t+1 were a constant, then both algorithms would predict one with a probability that is linear in n 1 n 0 +n 1 . However, since n 0 + n 1 2 jxj?t+1 the predictions of Q are more heavily biased towards 1 2 than the predictions of Gibbs P x . This bias decreases as n 0 +n 1 approaches 2 jxj?t+1 .
Clearly Algorithm Q is not optimal since in the extreme case where n 0 = 0 Algorithm Q incorrectly predicts 0 with positive probability (unless n 1 = 2 jxj?t ). Algorithm Q can also make mistakes in the other extreme, when n 1 = 0. Algorithm Gibbs P x predicts optimally for these cases, as indicated in Figure 9 .5.
A Characterization of Weak Learning Using Consistency Oracles
In this section we show that Prediction Algorithm e Q remains a weak learning algorithm even when it uses a less powerful \one-sided" or \probabilistic" consistency oracle. In addition, we will show that any polynomial weak learning algorithm can be used to construct a polynomial \probabilistic" consistency oracle and visa versa. Therefore a concept class is polynomially weakly learnable if and only if the concept class has a polynomial \probabilistic" consistency oracle.
A one-sided consistency oracle is a consistency oracle that need not always be correct. We call it \one-sided" because it can return false positives but not false negatives. Since an oracle that always answers \yes" is useless, we require that one-sided oracles answer \no" on a signi cant (1/polynomial) fraction of their inputs. labelings that are consistent with concepts in H s . Then a consistency oracle for H s is also a one-sided consistency oracle for any F s contained in H s .
If we have a polynomial weak Occam algorithm using hypothesis class H n;s and a polynomial (in n, s, and the length of its input) decision algorithm which determines (when given n, s, and the representation of hypothesis h) whether or not hypothesis h is in H n;s , then we can construct a polynomial one-sided consistency oracle. Simply run the polynomial weak Occam algorithm on the sample and check that the returned hypothesis is in H n;s and that it is consistent with the sample.
We Proof: By de nition, when m = p 1 (n; s) and x 2 (X n ) m , the number of \no" answers given by the oracle on queries in sam (x) is is at least 2 m =p 2 (m). Equivalently, the total number of \yes" answers is at most 2 m (1 ? . Now Corollary 6.6 and Theorem 7.3 imply that Algorithm e Q is a polynomial weak prediction algorithm.
Although Algorithm e Q remains a weak learning algorithm when using a one-sided consistency oracle (which can give false positives), it is a di erent matter if the \consistency" oracle can return false negatives. The following shows that Algorithm e Q can not weakly learn even a very simple concept class when the consistency oracle is incorrect on only a single labeling of each example sequence.
Consider the concept class F containing two functions: one labeling the entire domain one, and the other labeling the entire domain zero. Thus for every sequence x of m instances, exactly two samples in sam (x) are consistent with F. Assume the target concept is the all-one concept and the consistency oracle answers \yes" on only all-zero labelings (and thus incorrectly answers \no" only on the all-one labeling). Half the time the random label given to the instance to be predicted on by Algorithm e Q is one. In this case the faulty oracle answers \no" and Algorithm e Q incorrectly predicts zero. There is also some small chance that all of the instances will be given random labels and all of the random labels are set to zero. The oracle will answer yes in this case, and again Algorithm e Q incorrectly predicts zero. Thus not only is Algorithm e Q not a weak learning algorithm, its probability of error is greater than 1 2 . It seems unlikely that an algorithm could exploit consistency oracles which give the same answer on both those samples consistent with the target concept and those samples inconsistent with any concept in the class. for any x 2 (X n ) m where m = p 1 (n; s), Oracle O answers \yes" with probability at least half when S is consistent with a concept in F s , and answers no with probability one on at least 2 m =p 2 (m) of the 2 m samples in sam (x). Such an oracle is called polynomial if its answers are computed in time polynomial in n, s, and the total bit length of S.
We will exploit the \one-sidedness" of probabilistic consistency oracles in the same way that \random polynomial time hypothesis nders" were exploited by Haussler samples S 2 sam (x) for which there is no sequence S 0 representing a hypothesis consistent with the sample S. We now choosem moderately large (polynomial in n and s) so that the number of nonrepresented samples of sam (x) is at least a polynomial fraction of all 2m labelings.
A Characterization of Weak Learning Using Restricted Data Interpolators
So we can use B to construct a probabilistic consistency oracle: Construct a sequence S 0 using B and if the hypothesis represented by S 0 is consistent with the input sample S of lengthm then answer \yes" and otherwise answer \no". As this oracle answers no for all nonrepresented samples of S 2 sam (x) and yes with probability at least half for all samples S consistent with a target, it is a probabilistic consistency oracle.
Corollary 10.5: A concept class F = S s F s on X = S n X n is polynomially weakly learnable if and only if there is a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle for F on X.
Proof: In view of Theorem 10.4 we only have to show that a weak learning algorithm can be constructed from a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle O. We rst construct a new oracle, O r , as follows: apply oracle O a total of r times to the input sample and answer \yes" if any of the r calls to O returned \yes" and \no" otherwise. Clearly, O r is a probabilistic consistency oracle with the more stringent property that if the input sample is consistent with a concept in F s , then the probability for answering \yes" is 1 ? 2 ?r .
We say that O r fails if when given an input sample consistent with a concept in F s it answers \no". The failure probability of O r is at most 2 ?r . Under the assumption that O r is not failing (i.e. O r acts like a regular one-sided consistency oracle) the proof of Theorem 7.3
shows how e Q and O r can be used to get a weak learning algorithm whose probability of a mistake on the last instance is at most 1 2 ? 1 p(n;s) , for some polynomial p. By choosing r = 1 + dlg(p(n; s))e the failure probability is at most 1 2p(n;s) and thus the probability of a mistake on the last instance without the assumption that O r is failing is at most Note that there are other less restrictive de nitions of polynomial probabilistic consistency oracles for which the above corollary would hold. We used a version that was well suited for the proof of Theorem 10.4.
In this section we characterize weak learning using certain \data interpolators" and discuss how they relate to weak Occam algorithms.
The randomized algorithm A is a restricted data interpolator for S s F s on S n X n if there exist polynomials p 1 and p 2 such that the following holds for all n; s 1, targets f 2 F s , and x 2 X m n for m = p 1 (n; s): when given n, s, and the sample sam f (x), randomized algorithm A outputs with probability at least 1 2 a hypothesis on X n that is consistent with the sample and is from a class H n;s;x of cardinality at most 2 m (1 ? 1=p 2 (m)).
Although restricted data interpolators have a hypothesis cardinality constraint similar to that of weak Occam algorithms (see Section 4), the hypotheses class of a restricted data interpolator is allowed to depend on the particular instance sequence x. Restricted data interpolators also have a probabilistic nature similar to the probabilistic consistency oracles of Section 10.
The hypotheses output by a restricted data interpolator using sample size m = p 1 (n; s) are polynomially evaluatable if there is an algorithm that (when given n, s, x 2 X m n , the representation of a hypothesis h 2 H n;s;x and x 2 X n ) can decide in time polynomial in n and s and the total bitlength of its input whether x 2 h.
The hypotheses output by a restricted data interpolator using sample size m = p 1 (n; s) are polynomially recognizable if there is an algorithm that (when given n, s, x 2 X m n and the representation of a hypothesis h) can decide in time polynomial in n and s and the total bitlength of its input whether h 2 H n;s;x .
A restricted data interpolator algorithm is called polynomial if:
its running time is polynomial in n and s and the total bitlength of its input, its hypotheses are polynomially evaluatable, and its hypotheses are polynomially recognizable. We now show that the existence of a polynomial restricted data interpolator for a class is a necessary and su cient condition for the class to be polynomially weakly learnable. Proof: Given a polynomial restricted data interpolator we can easily construct a probabilistic consistency oracle from it: the oracle says \yes" if the hypothesis produced by the polynomial restricted data interpolator on input n, s, x 2 X m n is both consistent and lies in H n;s;x . Consistency can be checked in polynomial time since the polynomial restricted data interpolator outputs polynomially evaluatable hypotheses. Membership in H n;s;x can be decided in polynomial time since the polynomial restricted data interpolator outputs polynomially recognizable hypotheses. Thus by Corollory 10.5 the existence of polynomial restricted data interpolators implies polynomial weak learning.
For the opposite direction we observe that the algorithm used in the proof of Corollory 10.5 is a polynomial restricted data interpolator. Its hypotheses are polynomially evaluatable and are represented by length bounded sequences of examples using instances from x, and thus polynomially recognizable.
As noted above, restricted data interpolators are a generalization of Occam algorithms as the restricted data interpolators are probabilistic and their hypothesis class can depend on the actual instances as well as n, s, and m. As far as we know the above theorem is the rst characterizion of learning using generalized Occam-style algorithms. Previous characterizations of polynomial learnability by Occam algorithms were in terms of a speci c hypothesis class used by the learning algorithms BP92] HKLW91]. Our results place no restriction on the hypothesis class used by the Occam algorithm, other than being polynomially evaluatable and polynomially recognizable.
Recall that Theorem 4.2 shows that weak Occam algorithms are weak learning algorithms. The above theorem does not show the same for restricted data interpolators. In fact, the hypotheses produced by restricted data interpolators can be arbitrarily bad. Consider the concept class F = ff 1 ; f 2 ; :::; f 2 ng on X = f1; :::; 2 n g where each f i = f1; :::; ig. When given a sample S of size m, a restricted data interpolator for this class could output a hypotheses which labels only those instances labeled one in the sample with one, and labels everything else zero. We use restricted data interpolators in a more \sophisticated way," converting them into oracles which are used by the our query lookahead algorithms.
Conclusions and Directions for Further Research
We see two potential bene ts from this line of research. First we hope that polynomial versions of the discussed one-sided consistency oracles and probabilistic consistency oracles can be found for concept classes that have not previously been known to be learnable. G predict wrong on the last instance goes to 0 as (x) goes to jxj (see Figure 9. 3).
Although Algorithms g
Gibbs, g Bayes, and e G can not be implemented e ciently, they can be approximated by making many calls to a consistency oracle. We presented an approximation to e G using this approach HW92b]. However, this approximation to e G uses ( 2 (x) ?1 (x) ) calls 14 to a consistency oracle. As (x) goes to jxj, the number of queries used grows exponentially in (x). Furthermore, the probability that this algorithm predicts incorrectly fails to drop to 0 as (x) goes to jxj. Whether or not there exists an e cient (polynomial time) method whose probability of of predicting wrong on the last instance goes to 0 as (x) goes to jxj is an open problem.
During our comparison of Algorithm g Gibbs with Algorithm e Q, we derived an improved bound on the expected total number of mistakes made by Algorithm g Gibbs (Theorem 9.3). Perhaps similar techniques will lead to better bounds on the Bayes and Information Gain prediction algorithms than those of inequalities 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.
When computational considerations are ignored the algorithm that minimizes In Sections 10 we show that a concept class has a polynomial weak learning algorithm if and only if the concept class has a polynomial probabilistic consistency oracle. Furthermore, Section 11 shows that a concept class has a polynomial weak learning algorithm if and only if the concept class has a polynomial restricted data interpolator. Are there other characterizations of polynomial learnability?
Finally, we conjecture that the counterexamples at the end of Section 4 can be strengthened to show the following.
There is an Occam-style algorithm that uses sample size m = p(n; s), where p is a polynomial, and a hypothesis class of size 2 m ? c, where c is a positive constant, that is not a weak learning algorithm. The existence of such an Occam-style non-learner would strengthen our belief that if the 2 m?1=p 2 (n;s) bound on the size of the hypothesis class in the de nition of weak Occam algorithm is increased then weak Occam algorithms will no longer be weak learning algorithms.
In other words, if an Occam-style algorithm does not compress a sample containing m bit labels down to a hypothesis from a polynomially evaluatable class that can be represented by m ? 1=p 2 (n; s) bits, then combinatorial arguments alone cannot show that the Occam-style algorithm is a weak learning algorithm. Even when V P (S) > 0, it is possible that either V P (hS; (x; 1)i) = 0 or V P (hS; (x; 0)i) = 0. In that case if V P (hS; (x; 1)i) = 0 then I P (hS; (x; 1)i) = 1 and Algorithm G P predicts 0 with probability 1. Similarly, Algorithm G P always predicts 1 when V P (hS; (x; 0)i) = 0. Lemma A.2: For all P on F, S 2 (X f0; 1g) , and x 2 X: if V P (S) > 0 then I P (hS; (x; 0)i) + I P (hS; (x; 1)i) 2.
Proof: Using the de nition of I P , it su ces to show that ? lg V P (hS; (x; 0)i) V P (S) ? lg V P (hS; (x; 1)i) V P (S) 2:
Since V P (S) = V P (hS; (x; 0)i) + V P (hS; (x; 1)i) > 0, this is equivalent to showing, 8p 2 0; 1], that ? lg p ? lg(1 ? p) 2. Clearly the left hand side is minimized when p = 1 2 and in that case the inequality is tight.
Note that the lemma also holds when either V P (hS; (x; 0)i) = 0 or V P (hS; (x; 1)i) = 0, as then I P (hS; (x; 0)i) + I P (hS; (x; 1)i) = 1. We are now ready to bound the probability that Algorithm G P predicts incorrectly.
This bound is a special case ( = 0) of a bound proven by Vovk Vov90] for a more general aggregating strategy.
Theorem A.4: For all P on F, f 2 F, and x 2 X : 
